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German prepositions and their kin. A survey with respect to the
resolution of PP attachment ambiguities
Abstract
This paper surveys German prepositions and their relatives: contracted prepositions, pronominal
adverbs, and reciprocal pronouns. We elaborate on corpus frequencies for these and on their properties
with respect to PP attachment. We show that prepositions and contracted prepositions can be handled
together. They show an overall attachment tendency towards the noun. But pronominal adverbs and
reciprocal pronouns show an overall attachment tendency towards the verb and therefore must be treated
separately.
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This paper surveys German prepositions
and their relatives: contracted prepositions,
pronominal adverbs, and reciprocal pro-
nouns. We elaborate on corpus frequencies
for these and on their properties with respect
to PP attachment. We show that prepo-
sitions and contracted prepositions can be
handled together. They show an overall at-
tachment tendency towards the noun. But
pronominal adverbs and reciprocal pronouns
show an overall attachment tendency to-
wards the verb and therefore must be treated
separately.1
Keywords: Corpus linguistics, ambigu-
ity resolution, unsupervised learning
1 Introduction
Any computer system for natural language
processing has to struggle with the problem
of ambiguities. If the system is meant to ex-
tract precise information from a text, these
ambiguities must be resolved. One of the
most frequent ambiguities arises from the at-
tachment of prepositional phrases (PPs). A
PP that follows a noun (in English or Ger-
man) can be attached to the noun or to the
verb. We did an in-depth study on unsu-
pervised statistical methods to resolve such
ambiguities in German sentences based on
cooccurrence values derived from a shallow
parsed corpus (see [Volk, 2001] and [Volk,
2002]).
Corpus processing consisted of proper
name recognition and classification, Part-
of-Speech tagging, lemmatization, phrase
chunking, and clause boundary detection.
We used a corpus of more than 5 million
words from the Computer-Zeitung (CZ), a
1This paper is based on my research at the Uni-
versity of Zurich in a project supported by the
Swiss National Science Foundation under grant 12-
54106.98.
weekly computer science newspaper. In ad-
dition to this training corpus, we prepared
a 3000 sentence corpus with manually an-
notated syntax trees. From this treebank
we extracted over 4000 test cases with am-
biguously positioned PPs for the evaluation
of the disambiguation method. We will call
these test cases the ‘CZ test set’.
As a basis for this study we surveyed Ger-
man prepositions and their relatives and we
checked for prepositions, contracted prepo-
sitions, pronominal adverbs and reciprocal
pronouns whether they can mutually benefit
from each other with respect to attachment
tendencies.
2 German prepositions
Prepositions in German are a class of words
relating linguistic elements to each other
with respect to a semantic dimension such
as local, temporal, causal or modal. They
do not inflect and cannot function by them-
selves as a sentence unit (cf. [Bußmann,
1990]). But, unlike other function words, a
German preposition governs the grammati-
cal case of its argument (genitive, dative or
accusative). Frequent German prepositions
are an, fu¨r, in, mit, zwischen.
Prepositions are considered to be a closed
word class. Nevertheless it is difficult to de-
termine the exact number of German prepo-
sitions. [Schro¨der, 1990] speaks of “more
than 200 prepositions”, but his “Lexikon
deutscher Pra¨positionen” lists only 110 of
them. In this dictionary all entries are
marked with their case requirement and
their semantic features. For instance, ohne
requires the accusative and is marked with
the semantic functions instrumental, modal,
conditional and part-of.2
2See also [Klaus, 1999] for a detailed comparison
of the range of German prepositions as listed in a
number of recent grammar books.
The lexical database CELEX [Baayen et
al., 1995] contains 108 German prepositions
with frequency counts derived from corpora
of the “Institut fu¨r deutsche Sprache”. This
results in the arbitrary inclusion of no¨rdlich,
nordo¨stlich, su¨dlich while o¨stlich and west-
lich are missing.
Searching through 5.5 million tokens of
our tagged computer magazine corpus we
found around 540,000 preposition tokens
corresponding to 99 preposition types.3
These counts do not include contracted
prepositions. A list of the 66 most frequent
German prepositions with frequencies from
our corpus can be found in appendix A.
An early frequency count for German by
[Meier, 1964] lists 18 prepositions among the
100 most frequent word forms. 17 out of
these 18 prepositions are also in our top-20
list. Only gegen is missing which is on rank
23 in our corpus. This means that the usage
of the most frequent prepositions is stable
over corpora and time.
All frequent prepositions in German have
some homograph serving as
• separable verb prefix (e.g. ab, auf, mit,
zu),
• clause conjunction (e.g. bis, um)4,
• adverb (e.g. auf, fu¨r, u¨ber) in often id-
iomatic expressions (e.g. auf und davon,
u¨ber und u¨ber),
• infinitive marker (zu),
• proper name component (von), or
• predicative adjective (e.g. an, auf, aus,
in, zu as in Die Maschine ist an/aus.
Die Tu¨r ist auf/zu.).
3These figures are based on automatically as-
signed part-of-speech tags. If the tagger systemat-
ically mistagged a preposition, the counting proce-
dure does not find it. In the course of the project
we realized that this happened to the prepositions
a, via and voller as used in the following example
sentences (all examples in this paper are from the
Computer-Zeitung, Konradin-Verlag, 1993-1997).
(1) Derselbe Service in der Regionalzone (bis
zu 50 Kilometern) kostet 23 Pfennig a 60
Sekunden.
(2) Master und Host kommunizieren via IPX.
(3) Windows steckt voller eigener Fehler.
4[Jaworska, 1999] (p. 306) argues that “clause-
introducing preposition-like elements are indeed
prepositions”.
The most frequent homographic func-
tions are separable verb prefix and conjunc-
tion. Fortunately, these functions are clearly
marked by their position within the clause.
A clause conjunction usually occurs at the
beginning of a clause, and a separated verb
prefix mostly occurs at the end of a clause
(rechte Satzklammer). A part-of-speech tag-
ger can therefore disambiguate these cases.5
Typical (i.e. frequent) prepositions are
monomorphemic words (e.g. an, auf, fu¨r, in,
mit, u¨ber, von, zwischen). Many of the less
frequent prepositions are derived or complex.
They have turned into prepositions over time
and still show traces of their origin. They are
derived from other parts-of-speech such as
• nouns (e.g. angesichts, zwecks),
• adjectives (e.g. fern, unweit),
• participle forms of verbs (e.g.
entsprechend, wa¨hrend; ungeachtet), or
• lexicalized prepositional phrases (e.g.
anhand, aufgrund, zugunsten).
German prepositions typically do not al-
low compounding. It is generally not possi-
ble to form a new preposition by a concate-
nation of prepositions. The two exceptions
are gegenu¨ber and mitsamt. Other concate-
nated prepositions have led to adverbs like
inzwischen, mitunter, zwischendurch.
[Helbig and Buscha, 1998] call the
monomorphemic prepositions primary
prepositions and the derived preposi-
tions secondary prepositions. This
distinction is based on the fact that only
primary prepositions form prepositional
objects, pronominal adverbs (cf. section 2.2)
and prepositional reciprocal pronouns (cf.
section 2.3).
In addition, this distinction corresponds
to different case requirements. The primary
prepositions govern accusative (durch, fu¨r,
gegen, ohne, um) or dative (aus, bei, mit,
nach, von, zu) or both (an, auf, hinter, in,
neben, u¨ber, unter, vor, zwischen). Most
of the secondary prepositions govern gen-
itive (angesichts, bezu¨glich, dank). Some
5Note the high degree of ambiguity for zu which
can be a preposition zu ihm, a separated verb prefix
sie sieht ihm zu, the infinitive marker ihn zu sehen, a
predicative adjective das Fenster ist zu, an adjectival
or adverb marker zu gross, zu sehr, or the ordinal
number marker sie kommen zu zweit.
prepositions (most notably wa¨hrend) are in
the process of changing from genitive to da-
tive. Some prepositions do not show overt
case requirements (je, pro, per; cf. [Schaeder,
1998]) and are used with determiner-less
noun phrases.
Some prepositions show other idiosyncra-
cies. The preposition bis often takes another
preposition (in, um, zu as in 4) or combines
with the particle hin plus a preposition (as
in 5). The preposition zwischen is special in
that it requires a plural argument (as in 6),
often realized as a coordination of NPs (as
in 7).
(4) Portables mit 486er-Prozessor
werden bis zu 20 Prozent billiger.
(5) ... und beru¨cksichtigt auch Daten
und Datentypen bis hin zu Arrays
oder den Records im VAX-Fortran.
(6) Die Verbindungstopologie zwischen
den Prozessoren la¨ßt sich als
dreidimensionaler Torus darstellen.
(7) Durch Microsoft Access mu¨ssen sich
die Anwender nicht mehr la¨nger
zwischen Bedienerfreundlich-
keit und Leistung entscheiden.
Results for PP attachment
We explored various possibilities to extract
PP disambiguation information from the au-
tomatically annotated CZ corpus. We first
used it to gather frequency data on the cooc-
currence of pairs: nouns + prepositions and
verbs + prepositions.
The cooccurrence value is the ra-
tio of the bigram frequency count
freq(word, preposition) divided by the
unigram frequency freq(word). For our
purposes word can be the verb V or the
reference noun N1. The ratio describes
the percentage of the cooccurrence of
word + preposition against all occurrences
of word. It is thus a straightforward
association measure for a word pair. The
cooccurrence value can be seen as the
attachment probability of the preposition
based on maximum likelihood estimates.
We write:
cooc(W,P ) = freq(W,P )/freq(W )
with W ∈ {V,N1}. The cooccurrence val-
ues for verb V and noun N1 correspond to
the probability estimates in [Ratnaparkhi,
1998] except that Ratnaparkhi includes a
back-off to the uniform distribution for the
zero denominator case. We added special
precautions for this case in our disambigua-
tion algorithm. The cooccurrence values are
also very similar to the probability estimates
in [Hindle and Rooth, 1993].
We started by computing the cooccur-
rence values over word forms for nouns,
prepositions, and verbs based on their part-
of-speech tags. In order to compute the pair
frequencies freq(N1, P ), we search the train-
ing corpus for all token pairs in which a
noun is immediately followed by a preposi-
tion. The treatment of verb + preposition
cooccurrences is different from the treatment
of N+P pairs since verb and preposition are
seldom adjacent to each other in a German
sentence. On the contrary, they can be far
apart from each other, the only restriction
being that they cooccur within the same
clause. We use the clause boundary infor-
mation in our training corpus to enforce this
restriction. For computing the cooccurrence
values we accept only verbs and nouns with
an occurrence frequency of more than 10.
With the N+P and V+P cooccurrence val-
ues for word forms we did a first evaluation
over the CZ test set with the following sim-
ple disambiguation algorithm.
if ( cooc(N1,P) && cooc(V,P) ) then




We found that we can only decide 57%
of the test cases with an accuracy of 71.4%
(93.9% correct noun attachments and 55.0%
correct verb attachments). This shows a
striking imbalance between the noun attach-
ment accuracy and the verb attachment ac-
curacy. This imbalance was countered with
a noun factor which was automatically de-
rived from the corpus based on the overall
attachment tendency of prepositions towards
nouns in comparison to their tendency to-
wards verbs (cf. [Volk, 2002]). This move
leads to an improvement of the overall at-
tachment accuracy to 81.3%. We then went
on to lemmatize all word forms which also
included mapping contracted prepositions to
their corresponding bare forms.
2.1 Contracted Prepositions
Certain German primary prepositions com-
bine with a determiner to contracted forms.
This process is restricted to the prepositions
an, auf, ausser, bei, durch, fu¨r, hinter, in,
neben, u¨ber, um, unter, von, vor, zu. Our
corpus contains about 89,000 tokens that
are tagged as contracted prepositions (14%
of all preposition tokens). The contracted
form stands usually for a combination of the
preposition with the definite determiner der,
das, dem.6 If a contracted preposition is
available, it will not always substitute the
separate usage of preposition and determiner
but rather compete with it. For example,
the contracted preposition beim (example 8)
is used in its separate forms with a definite
determiner in 9. Example 10 shows a sen-
tence with bei plus an indefinite determiner.
But the usage of the contracted preposition
would also be possible (Beim Ausfall einer
gesamten CPU), and we claim that it would
not change the meaning. This indicates that
sometimes the contracted preposition might
stand for a combination of the preposition
with the indefinite determiner einer, ein,
einem.
(8) Detlef Knott, Vertriebsleiter beim
Softwarehaus Computenz
GmbH ...
(9) Eine ada¨quate Lo¨sung fand sich bei
dem indischen Softwarehaus
CMC, das ein Mach Plan-System
bereits ... in die Praxis umgesetzt
hatte:
(10) Bei einem Ausfall einer gesamten
CPU springt der Backup-Rechner fu¨r
das ausgefallene System in die
Bresche.
For the most frequent contracted prepo-
sitions (im, zum, zur, vom, am, beim, ins),
the separate usage of determiner and prepo-
sition indicates a special stress on the deter-
miner. The definite determiner then resem-
bles a demonstrative pronoun.
The less frequent contracted prepositions
sound colloquial (e.g. aufs, u¨berm). The fre-
quency overview in appendix B shows that
6[Helbig and Buscha, 1998] (p. 388) mention that
it is possible to build contracted forms with the de-
terminer den: hintern, u¨bern, untern. But these
forms are very colloquial and do not occur in our
corpus.
these contracted prepositions are more of-
ten used in separated than in contracted
form in our newspaper corpus. [Helbig and
Buscha, 1998] (p. 388) claim that ans is un-
marked (“vo¨llig normalsprachlich”), but our
frequency counts contradict this claim. In
our newspaper corpus ans is used 199 times
but an das occurs 611 times. This makes ans
the borderline case between the clearly un-
marked contracted prepositions and the ones
that are clearly marked as colloquial in writ-
ten German.
Some contracted prepositions are required
by specific constructions in standard Ger-
man and should be treated separately with
respect to PP attachment. Among these are
(according to [Drosdowski, 1995]):
• am with the superlative: Sie tanzt am
besten.
• am or beim with infinitives that are used
as nouns: Er ist am Arbeiten. Er ist
beim Kochen.
• am as a fixed part of date specifications:
Er kommt am 15. Mai.
By using verb lemmas and noun lemmas
(including noun decompounding; i.e. using
only the last component of a compound
noun), and by mapping contracted preposi-
tions to their bare preposition counterparts,
we increased the coverage of our disambigua-
tion procedure from 57% to 83% of the test
cases with only a minor loss in accuracy
which could not be attributed to the con-
tracted prepositions but rather to low fre-
quencies and idiosyncracies of some verbs
and nouns. It is therefore safe to conclude
that contracted prepositions can be dealt
with in the same way as base prepositions
for the PP attachment task.
The base prepositions in our test set (3831
tokens) display a tendency towards noun at-
tachment (63%) rather than verb attach-
ment (37%). The contracted prepositions in
the test set (640 tokens) display a similar,
slightly weaker tendency towards noun at-
tachment (55%).
2.2 Pronominal Adverbs
In another morphological process primary
prepositions can be embedded into pronom-
inal adverbs. A pronominal adverb is
a combination of a particle (da(r), hier,
wo(r)) and a preposition (e.g. daran, dafu¨r,
hierunter, woran, wofu¨r).7 In colloquial Ger-
man pronominal adverbs with dar are of-
ten reduced to dr-forms (e.g. dran, drin,
drunter), and we found some dozen occur-
rences of these in our corpus.
Pronominal adverbs are used to substitute
and refer to a prepositional phrase. The
forms with da(r) are often used in place
holder constructions, where they serve as
(mostly cataphoric) pointers to various types
of clauses.
(11) Cataphoric pointer to a
daß-clause: Es sollte darauf
geachtet werden, daß auch die
Hersteller selbst vergleichbar sind.
(12) Cataphoric pointer to an
ob-clause: Die Qualita¨tssicherung
von Dokumentationen richtet sich bei
dem vorrangig zu betrachtenden
Vollsta¨ndigkeitsaspekt darauf, ob
Aufbau und Umfang im vereinbarten
Rahmen gegeben sind.
(13) Cataphoric pointer to an
infinitive clause: Die Praxis der
Software-Nutzungsvertra¨ge zielt
darauf ab, den mitunter
gravierenden Wandel in den
DV-Strukturen eines Unternehmens
nicht zu behindern ...
(14) Anaphoric pointer to a noun
phrase: Vielmehr ko¨nnen sich
/36-Kunden, die den Umstieg erst
spa¨ter wagen wollen, mit der RPG II
1/2 darauf vorbereiten.
The complete list of pronominal adverbs
can be found in appendix C.
It is striking that the frequency order of
this list does not correspond to the fre-
quency order of the preposition list. The
most frequent prepositions in and von are
represented only on ranks 13 and 6 in the
pronominal adverb list. Obviously, pronom-
inal adverbs behave differently from their
corresponding prepositions. Pronominal ad-
verbs can only substitute prepositional com-
plements (as in 15) with the additional re-
striction that the PP noun must not be an
7This is why pronominal adverbs are sometimes
called prepositional adverbs (e.g. in [Zifonun et
al., 1997]) or even prepositional pronouns (e.g. in
[Langer, 1999]).
animate object (as in 16; the asterisk mark-
ing the ungrammatical variant). Pronominal
adverbs cannot substitute adjuncts. Those
will be substituted by adverbs that repre-
sent their local (hier, dort; see 17) or tem-
poral character (damals, dann). [de Lima,
1997] exploits these facts to automatically
determine verbal subcategorisation frames
based on unambiguously positioned pronom-
inal adverbs in main clauses.
(15) Die Wasserchemiker warten auf
solche Gera¨te / darauf ...
(16) Absolut neue Herausforderungen
warten auf die Informatiker /
*darauf / auf sie beim Stichwort
“genetische Algorithmen” ...
(17) Daher wird auf dem Bo¨rsen-
parkett / *darauf / dort heftig
u¨ber eine mo¨gliche U¨bernahme
spekuliert.
We restrict pronominal adverbs to com-
binations of the above-mentioned particles
(da, hier, wo) with prepositions. Sometimes
other combinations with prepositions are in-
cluded as well. The STTS guideline [Schiller
et al., 1995] includes combinations with des
and dem.
• deswegen; deshalb8
• ausserdem, trotzdem; also with post-
positions: demgema¨ss, demzufolge,
demgegenu¨ber
On the other hand the STTS separates
the combinations with wo into the class of
adverbial interrogative pronouns. This clas-
sification is appropriate for the purpose of
part-of-speech tagging. The distributional
properties of wo-combinations are more simi-
lar to other interrogative pronouns like wann
than to regular pronominal adverbs. But
for the purpose of investigating prepositional
attachments, we will concentrate on those
pronominal adverbs that behave most sim-
ilar to PPs.
Our test set contains 152 test cases with
pronominal adverbs. 81% of these cases are
verb attachments. This contrasts sharply
8Of course, halb is not a preposition but rather a
preposition building morpheme: innerhalb, ausser-
halb; oberhalb, unterhalb.
with the 60% noun attachments that we ob-
served over all the prepositional test cases.
This makes it obvious that pronominal ad-
verbs require special treatment with respect
to their attachment and cannot be resolved
by using cooccurrence values derived from
prepositions. By computing cooccurrence
values over the pronominal adverbs in our
corpus we were able to improve the attach-
ment accuracy for pronominal adverbs to
about 85%.
2.3 Reciprocal Pronouns
Yet another disguise of primary preposi-
tions is their combination with the recipro-
cal pronoun einander.9 The preposition and
the pronoun constitute an orthographic unit
which substitutes a prepositional phrase.
Reciprocal pronouns are a powerful abbre-
viatory device. The reciprocal pronoun in a
schema like X und Y P-einander stands for
X P Y und Y P X. For instance, X und Y
spielten miteinander stands for X spielte mit
Y, und Y spielte mit X.
A reciprocal pronoun may modify a noun
(as in example 18) or a verb (as in 19).
Most reciprocal pronouns can also be used
as nouns (see 20); some are nominalized
so often that they can be regarded as lex-
icalized (e.g. Durcheinander, Miteinander,
Nebeneinander).
(18) ... und damit eine Modellierung von
Objekten der realen (Programmier-)
Welt und ihrer Beziehungen
untereinander darstellen ko¨nnen.
(19) Ansonsten du¨rfen die Beho¨rden nur
die vom Verka¨ufer und vom Erwerber
eingegangenen Informationen
miteinander vergleichen.
(20) Chaos ist in der derzeitigen Panik-
und Krisenstimmung nicht nur ein
Wort fu¨r wildes Durcheinander,
sondern ...
In our corpus we found 16 different recip-
rocal pronouns with prepositions. The fre-
quency ranking is listed in appendix D. It is
9Sometimes the word gegenseitig is also consid-
ered to be a reciprocal pronoun. Since the preposi-
tion gegen in this form cannot be substituted by any
other preposition, we take this to be a special form
and do not discuss it here.
striking that some of the P+einander com-
binations are more frequent than the recip-
rocal pronoun itself.
With respect to their attachment recipro-
cal pronouns are similar to pronominal ad-
verbs in that they show a strong tendency to-
wards verb attachment. We checked through
our treebanks and found 34 reciprocal pro-
nouns. Four of these were noun attachments
(12%) including one deverbal noun (Umge-
hen miteinander), and two were adjective
attachments again including one deverbal
adjective (present participle; nebeneinander
liegenden). This leaves 28 cases (82%) for
verb attachment.
2.4 Prepositions in Other
Morphological Processes
Some prepositions are subject to conversion
processes. Their homographic forms belong
to other word classes. In particular, there
are P1 + conjunction + P2 sequences (ab
und zu, nach wie vor, u¨ber und u¨ber) that
are idiomized and function as adverbials (cf.
example 21). They are derived from prepo-
sitions but they do not form PPs. As long
as they are symmetrical, they can easily be
recognized. All others are best listed in a
lexicon so that they are not confused with
coordinated prepositions.
Some such coordinated sequences must be
treated as N + conjunction + N (das Auf und
Ab, das Fu¨r und Wider; cf. 22) and are also
outside the scope of our research. Finally,
there are few prepositions that allow a direct
conversion to a noun such as Gegenu¨ber in
23.
(21) Eine Vielzahl von
Straßennamensa¨nderungen wird
nach und nach noch erfolgen.
(22) Nachdem sie das Fu¨r und Wider
geho¨rt haben, ko¨nnen die Zuschauer
ihre Meinung ... kundtun.
(23) Verhandlungen enden ha¨ufig in der
Sackgasse, weil kein
Verhandlungspartner sich zuvor
Gedanken u¨ber die Situation seines
Gegenu¨bers gemacht hat.
Prepositions are often used to form ad-
verbs. We have already mentioned that
P+P compounds often result in adverbs (e.g.
durchaus, nebenan, u¨beraus, vorbei). Even
more productive is the combination with the
particles hin and her. They are used as suffix
nachher, vorher; mithin, ohnehin or as pre-
fix herauf, heru¨ber; hinauf, hinu¨ber. These
adverbs are sometimes called prepositional
adverbs (cf. [Fleischer and Barz, 1995]). The
particles can also combine with pronominal
adverbs (daraufhin).
In addition, there is a limited num-
ber of preposition combinations with nouns
(bergauf, kopfu¨ber, tagsu¨ber) and adjectives
(hellauf, rundum, weitaus) that function as
adverbs if the preposition is the last element.
Sometimes the preposition is the first ele-
ment, which leads to a derivation within the
same word class (Ausfahrt, Nachteil, Vorteil,
Nebensache).
Finally, most of the verbal prefixes can
be seen as preposition + verb combinations.
Some of them function only as separable pre-
fix (ab, an, auf, aus, bei, nach, vor, zu), oth-
ers can be separable or inseparable (durch,
u¨ber, um, unter). Note that the meaning
contribution of the preposition to the verb
varies as much as the semantic functions of
the preposition. Consider for example the
preposition u¨ber in u¨berblicken (to survey;
literally: to view over), u¨bersehen (to over-
look, to disregard, to realize; literally: to
look over or to look away), and u¨bertreffen
(to surpass; literally: to aim better).
The preposition mit shows an idiosyn-
cratic behaviour when it occurs with prefixed
verbs (be they separable as in 24 or insepa-
rable as in 25).10 In this case mit does not
combine with the verb but rather functions
as an adverb.
(24) Schro¨der ist seit 22 Jahren fu¨r die
GSI-Gruppe ta¨tig und hat die
deutsche Dependance mit aufgebaut.
(25) Die Hardwarebasis soll noch
erweitert werden und andere
Unix-Plattformen mit einbeziehen.
This analysis is shared by [Zifonun et al.,
1997] (p. 2146). mit can function like a PP-
specifying adverb (see 26). And in example
27 it looks more like a stranded separated
prefix (cf. an Bord mitzunehmen). [Zifonun
et al., 1997] note that the distribution of mit
differs from full adverbs. It is rather similar
to the adverbial particles hin and her. All
of them can only be moved to the Vorfeld in
10A detailed study of the preposition mit can be
found in [Springer, 1987].
combination with the constituent that they
modify (cf. examples 28 and 29).
(26) ... und deren Werte mit in die DIN
57848 fu¨r Bildschirme eingingen.
(27) ... geht man dazu u¨ber,
Subunternehmer mit an Bord zu
nehmen.
(28) Mit auf der Produktliste standen
noch der Netware Lanalyzer Agent
1.0, ...
(29) *Mit standen noch der Netware




In terms of language typology German is re-
garded as a preposition language while oth-
ers, like Japanese or Turkish, are postposi-
tion languages. But in German there are
also rare cases of postpositions and circum-
positions. Circumpositions are discontinu-
ous elements consisting of a preposition and
a “postpositional element”. This postposi-
tional element can be an adverb (as in exam-
ple 30) or a “preposition form” (as in exam-
ple 31). Even pronominal adverbs can take
postpositional elements to form circumposi-
tional phrases (see example 32).
(30) Beispielsweise ko¨nnen Werte und
Grafiken in ein Textdokument
exportiert oder Messungen aus
einer Datenbank heraus
parametriert und gestartet werden.
(31) ... oder vom Programm aus
direkt gestartet werden.
(32) Die Messegesellschaft hat daru¨ber
hinaus globale Netztechnologien und
verschiedene Endgera¨te in dieser
Halle angesiedelt.
The case of postpositions is similar. There
are few true postpositions (e.g. halber, zu-
folge; see 33), but others are homographic
with prepositions (see nach, u¨ber which are
mostly used as prepositions in the examples
34 and 35 functioning as postpositions).
(33) U¨ber die Systems in Mu¨nchen
werden Softbank-Insidern
zufolge Gespra¨che gefu¨hrt.
(34) Das gro¨ßte Potential fu¨r die Branche
steckt seiner Ansicht nach in der
Verknu¨pfung von Firmen.
(35) Und das bleibt auch die Woche
u¨ber so.
Because of these homographs the correct
part-of-speech tagging for postpositions and
postpositional elements of circumpositions
is a major problem. It works correctly if
the subsequent context is prohibitive for the
preposition reading (e.g. when the postposi-
tion is followed by a verb). But in other pre
vs. post ambiguities a PoS tagger often fails
since the preposition reading is so dominant
for these words. Special correction rules are
needed.
3 Error Analysis for
Prepositions
We checked whether there are prepositions
that are especially bad in attachment in re-
lation to their occurrence frequency. We
checked this for all prepositions that occured
more than 50 times in the CZ test set. Ta-
ble 1 lists the number of occurrences and the
percentage for all test cases and for the in-
correctly attached cases. For example, the
preposition von occured in 793 test cases
which corresponds to 17.74% of all test cases.
It is incorrectly attached in 69 cases which
corresponds to 9.29% of the incorrectly at-
tached test cases.
It is most obvious that in is a difficult
preposition for the PP attachment task. It
is far overrepresented in the incorrectly at-
tached cases in comparison to its share of
the test cases. In contrast, von is an easy
preposition. The most frequent preposi-
tions that are always correctly attached are
per (35 times), gegen (17), and seit (14).
An error analysis for contracted preposi-
tions, pronominal adverbs, and reciprocal
pronouns is still open.
4 Conclusions
This survey has focused on German preposi-
tions and their relatives: contracted prepo-
sitions, pronominal adverbs, reciprocal pro-
nouns, circumpositions and postpositions.
Based on automatically annotated corpora
and a small treebank we have investigated
their behaviour with respect to noun versus
verb attachment. We have found that
• contracted prepositions can be mapped
to prepositions since they display sim-
ilar attachment tendencies (towards
noun attachment),
• prepositions behave different from
pronominal adverbs and reciprocal
pronouns (tendency towards verb
attachment), and
• a number of prepositional idiosyncracies
can be exploited for am, bis, mit, zwis-
chen and others.
Since we did a quantitative evaluation, we
only evaluated 59 preposition types because
our test set happened to contain only these
prepositions. A thorough evaluation of the
attachment tendencies of the remaining 40
plus prepositions needs to be tackled next
(together with those prepositions that oc-
curred only rarely in the test set and the
few missing contracted forms and pronomi-
nal adverbs).
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A Prepositions in the Computer-Zeitung Corpus
This appendix lists the 66 most frequent prepositions of the Computer-Zeitung (1993-95+1997).
We have added the classification as either primary or secondary preposition. Furthermore we have
added the case requirement (accusative, dative, genitive), contracted forms that occur in our corpus,
pronominal adverb forms and special notes. In the notes column we mark if the preposition can
be used as a postposition (pre/post) and if it combines with other prepositions. Also we mark all
prepositions that can co-occur with the preposition von. Pure postpositions and circumpositions
are not listed.
rank preposition frequency type case contr. pron. adv special
1 in 84662 prim. acc/dat im/ins darin
2 von 71685 prim. dat vom davon
3 fu¨r 64413 prim. acc fu¨rs dafu¨r
4 mit 61352 prim. dat damit
5 auf 49752 prim. acc/dat aufs darauf
6 bei 27218 prim. dat beim dabei
7 u¨ber 19182 prim. acc/dat u¨berm/s daru¨ber pre/post
8 an 18256 prim. acc/dat am/ans daran
9 zu 17672 prim. dat zum/zur dazu
10 nach 15298 prim. dat danach pre/post
11 aus 13949 prim. dat daraus
12 durch 12038 prim. acc durchs dadurch (pre/post)
13 bis 11253 sec. acc (+ prep)
14 unter 10129 prim. acc/dat unterm/s darunter
15 um 9880 prim. acc ums darum
16 vor 9852 prim. acc/dat vorm/s davor
17 zwischen 5079 prim. acc/dat dazwischen
18 seit 4194 sec. dat (seitdem) (+ prep)
19 pro 4175 sec. /
20 ohne 3007 prim. acc
21 neben 2733 prim. acc/dat daneben
22 laut 2438 sec. dat
23 gegen 2127 prim. acc dagegen
24 per 2011 sec. /
25 ab 1884 sec. acc/dat
26 gegenu¨ber 1707 sec. dat pre/post
27 innerhalb 1509 sec. gen (+ von)
28 trotz 1260 sec. dat/gen (trotzdem)
29 wegen 1048 prim. dat/gen (deswegen) pre/post
30 aufgrund 949 sec. gen (+ von)
31 wa¨hrend 747 sec. dat/gen (w.-dessen)
32 hinter 721 prim. acc/dat hinterm/s dahinter
33 statt 611 sec. gen (s.-dessen)
34 angesichts 553 sec. gen (+ von)
35 außer 446 sec. dat (außerdem) (+ von)
36 dank 414 sec. dat/gen
37 je 390 sec. /
38 mittels 380 sec. dat/gen
39 hinsichtlich 354 sec. gen (+ von)
40 namens 341 sec. gen
41 außerhalb 310 sec. gen (+ von)
42 inklusive 293 sec. gen (+ von)
43 einschließlich 284 sec. gen (+ von)
rank preposition frequency type case contr. pron. adv special
44 anhand 258 sec. gen (+ von)
45 samt 164 sec. dat
46 gema¨ß 153 sec. dat/gen pre/post
47 bezu¨glich 148 sec. gen (+ von)
48 zugunsten 136 sec. gen (+ von)
49 anla¨ßlich 132 sec. gen (+ von)
50 binnen 120 sec. dat/gen
51 anstelle 105 sec. gen (+ von)
52 infolge 103 sec. gen (i.-dessen) (+ von)
53 seitens 95 sec. gen
54 jenseits 90 sec. gen (+ von)
55 entgegen 76 sec. dat
56 entlang 64 sec. acc/gen pre/post
57 unterhalb 58 sec. gen (+ von)
58 anstatt 56 sec. gen (+ von)
59 nahe 49 sec. gen
60 mangels 44 sec. gen
61 seiten 39 sec. gen von/auf +
62 versus 32 sec. gen
63 nebst 31 sec. dat
64 wider 26 sec. acc
65 oberhalb 23 sec. gen (+ von)
66 ob 21 sec. gen darob
. . . . . .
B Contracted Prepositions in the Computer-Zeitung Corpus
This appendix lists all contracted prepositions of the Computer-Zeitung (1993-95+1997). The
table includes contracted forms for the prepositions an, auf, bei, durch, fu¨r, hinter, in, u¨ber, um,
unter, von, vor, zu. In order to illustrate the usage tendency we added the frequencies for the
non-contracted forms.
rank contracted prep. frequency prep. + det. frequency prep. + det. frequency
1 im 40940 in dem 857 in einem 2365
2 zum 14225 zu dem 330 zu einem 1578
3 zur 13537 zu der 219 zu einer 986
4 vom 6299 von dem 534 von einem 1061
5 am 6136 an dem 442 an einem 506
6 beim 4641 bei dem 551 bei einem 759
7 ins 2155 in das 1053 in ein 521
8 ans 199 an das 611 an ein 171
9 fu¨rs 154 fu¨r das 3787 fu¨r ein 879
10 aufs 125 auf das 1281 auf ein 600
11 u¨bers 109 u¨ber das 1598 u¨ber ein 684
12 ums 60 um das 302 um ein 372
13 durchs 53 durch das 645 durch ein 373
14 unterm 36 unter dem 1062 unter einem 102
15 unters 10 unter das 27 unter ein 6
16 vors 4 vor das 20 vor ein 44
17 hinterm 4 hinter dem 102 hinter einem 5
18 u¨berm 2 u¨ber dem 142 u¨ber einem 50
19 vorm 1 vor dem 598 vor einem 263
20 hinters 1 hinter das 3 hinter ein 0
C Pronominal Adverbs in the Computer-Zeitung Corpus
This appendix lists all pronomial adverbs of the Computer-Zeitung (1993-95+1997) sorted by the
cumulated frequency of the corresponding preposition.
rank prep. freq. da-form freq. hier-form freq. wo-form freq
1 bei 6929 dabei 5861 hierbei 381 wobei 687
2 mit 6446 damit 6332 hiermit 36 womit 78
3 zu 3508 dazu 3099 hierzu 348 wozu 61
4 fu¨r 2767 dafu¨r 2410 hierfu¨r 309 wofu¨r 48
5 von 1777 davon 1708 hiervon 20 wovon 49
6 u¨ber 1783 daru¨ber 1766 hieru¨ber 5 woru¨ber 12
7 durch 1601 dadurch 1385 hierdurch 54 wodurch 162
8 gegen 1420 dagegen 1397 hiergegen wogegen 23
9 auf 1324 darauf 1267 hierauf 19 worauf 38
10 an 789 daran 737 hieran 9 woran 43
11 in 738 darin 685 hierin 18 worin 35
12 nach 613 danach 531 hiernach 3 wonach 79
13 unter 601 darunter 587 hierunter 6 worunter 8
14 aus 463 daraus 432 hieraus 18 woraus 13
15 um 377 darum 367 hierum worum 10
16 neben 331 daneben 331 hierneben woneben
17 vor 148 davor 146 hiervor wovor 2
18 hinter 135 dahinter 135 hierhinter wohinter
19 zwischen 26 dazwischen 26 hierzwischen wozwischen
All primary prepositions are represented except for ohne and wegen. Queries to the internet
search engine Google reveal that pronominal adverb forms for wegen do exist albeit with low
frequencies (dawegen 8, hierwegen 82, wowegen 3!). The internet search engine also finds examples
for those forms with zero frequency in the Computer-Zeitung (hiergegen being by far the most
frequent form).
D Reciprocal Pronouns in the Computer-Zeitung Corpus
This appendix lists all prepositional reciprocal pronouns of the Computer-Zeitung (1993-95+1997).
The table includes the pure pronoun einander (rank 7).


















Five primary prepositions do not have reciprocal pronouns in this corpus. But for all of them
we find usage examples in the internet (with wegeneinander being the least frequent).
